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Iskele Archaeological Museum opens to the public
Work is underway to improve and
renew the museums throughout
North Cyprus under the auspices of
the Directorate of Antiquities and
Museums via the Ministry of
Tourism and Environment. In this
context, the Iskele Archaeology
Museum was opened to the public
following completion of the work
by Iskele Municipality.
In the Iskele Archaeology Museum,
which is the first new museum to be
opened after 27 years, works from 8
different historical periods ranging
from the Neolithic period to the
Roman period are being exhibited.
The Ministry of Tourism and
Environment stated that this will
add great value to the tourism
potential of the Iskele area, which
has been gained with the
contributions
of
the
Iskele
Municipality.
The
Iskele
Archaeology Museum opened with
a ceremony.
President Mustafa Akinci, Minister
of Tourism and Environment Fikri
Ataoglu, Minister of Interior
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Ayşegül Baybars, Iskele Mayor
Hasan
Sadikoğlu,
Mehmetcik
Mayor Cemil Sariçizmeli and some
members of parliament attended the
opening event at which there was
great interest from the people of the
region.
At the opening Yeni Erenkoy High
School students performed a dance
show.
Fuat Azimli, Director of the
Department of Antiquities and
Museums, who made a speech at
the opening ceremony, said that the
cultural
heritage
of
many
civilizations has reached the present
day with 10,000 years of history.
He said that they will exhibit the
works of 8 different periods in the
archaeological museum, which has
been achieved with the interest and
support of the Minister of Tourism,
Fikri Ataoğlu.
Having no technical staff in the
past, Azimli pointed out that they
had difficulty in processing the
artefacts they had obtained from the
excavations and stated that it is not
possible to exhibit all of the
unfinished
works
from
the
excavations at the moment.
Minister
of
Tourism
and
Environment Fikri Ataoğlu stated
that the problem of technical
personnel will be solved as soon as
possible.
Iskele Mayor, Hasan Sadikoğlu
noted that the geography and
natural beauty of the island, which
has the unique meeting point of
green and blue blended, religions
and sects, traditions and customs,
and managed to protect historical
beauty.
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Richard BEALE
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kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com:

Sadikoğlu expressed his satisfaction
with the protocol that he signed
with Fikri Ataoglu, Minister of

general, is a very important gain
for the country. "In the two years I
have been in office, we have
constantly produced projects for
our country and giving our
Tourism
and
Environment projects life.
Minister Fikri Ataoglu spoke at the
event and said that many Ataoglu said that a decision was
civilizations lived on the land of made to open a museum in
our country and that the remains of accordance with the understanding
contemporary
museology
these civilizations and monuments of
were exhibited in our museums. because of the wide archaeological
He said "As a Ministry, we potential of the region. Ataoğlu
continue to work on behalf of the thanked the Iskele Belediyesi, who
preservation of our historical set the initiative for the completion
heritage, the Ministry is now of this museum.
working on museums at the same
level as the world in modern President Mustafa Akinci thanked
museology and new innovations all concerned for their efforts and
said he was pleased to participate
are being added every day”.
in the opening of a museum for the
Ataoğlu, stated that there are 29 first time during his three-year
museums within the Department presidency.
of Antiquities and Museums, and
that the work for increasing this He said that cultural assets are the
number are continuing. "Today, 27 common property of mankind and
be
preserved
and
years later, this is the first time in should
this scope to bring a new museum maintained for this reason. and the
to my country and I am proud and level of civilization was measured
by the buildings, theatre buildings,
happy”.
libraries and similar buildings.
He also said that the Iskele Akinci emphasised the importance
Archaeology
Museum,
in of domestic and foreign tourists
visiting such museums.
particular the Iskele area in
Tourism and Environment in
December 2016, and said that such
places are important contributions
to culture and history.
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Deadline to change the TRNC Vehicle Licence Plates
The deadline for changing the
licence plate of vehicles had been
set as 31 January 2019, with a
change in the regulation by the
Council of Ministers decision.

The new licence plates for
privately owned vehicles consists
of a white background, with
embossed black letters and
numbers, and a blue stripe on the
left, which must contain the stamp

of the Motor Vehicles Registrar
and the registration number of
the licence plate manufacturers.
Vehicle owners who have not
changed their licence plates are

advised to do so before January
31, 2019 from licence plate
manufacturers authorised by the
Traffic Department of the
Ministry of Public Works and
Transportation.

The deadline for changing vehicle
licence plates had been moved to an
earlier date to enable the speed
cameras to recognise the licence
plates that will show the identity of
the vehicle.
Vehicle owners are given until
January 31, 2019 to change their
vehicles licence plate according to
the amended regulation.
Those who fail to do so will be
subject to a fine.

Ministry of Tourism and Environment - ISO Training
ISO 9001: 2015 ISO Quality
Management System Training has
been given to the staff of the
Ministry
of
Tourism
and
Environment.
ISO Consultant, Instructor, Lead
Auditor Latif Sakar, who made the
pre-training
opening
speech,
reminded that the Ministry of
Tourism and Environment was the
first ministry to receive this
training in the TRNC in 2015.
Sakar stated that due to this
update, the Ministry will be reaudited by the Institute in June for
the period of the document from
the Turkish Standards Institute.
This activity, organized prior to
the Sakar inspection, indicates that

the personnel will be re-educated
according to the standards of the
day.
Minister Ataoğlu said that not only
his own ministries, but all
ministries should receive this
training. "We need to be at a point
where we are keeping up with the
developing technology of our
country."
Ataoğlu thanked all the personnel
who participated in the training,
noting that the quality of the work
was at the forefront.
After the speeches a Certificate of
Successful
Completion
was
awarded to Ferhan Türker by
Minister Ataoğlu.
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President Akinci: “East-Med pipeline not a route to peace”
Following the 4th trilateral
meeting of South Cyprus, Greece
and Israel in Nicosia to discuss a
natural gas pipeline from Eastern
Mediterranean to Crete-GreeceItaly, the Turkish Republic of
Northern
Cyprus
President
Mustafa Akıncı highlighted that
the pipeline project does not offer
a route to peace.
In a written statement President
Akıncı said that Tsipras and
Anastasiades agreed on moving
the East-Med project which aims
to carry East Mediterranean
natural gas to Europe through
Southern Cyprus, Crete, Greece
and Italy one step ahead.
President Akıncı said that it is not
possible to contribute to peace and
stability in the area by wilfully
excluding Turkish Cypriots and

Turkey. Underlining that the
Turkish Cypriots had rights to
the island’s natural resources,
Akıncı said that it would be more
logical to manage the issue on
the basis of mutual benefits, and
transfer it through Turkey would
be the shortest, cheapest and
fastest route.

warned, underlining that the Greek
Cypriot side, which moved further
away from solution following the
EU membership will never have
enough motivation which is already

too little for the solution provided that
they own the natural riches alone and
manage to transfer them to Europe by
excluding the Turkish Cypriot side
and Turkey.

“This is the logical way to serve
peace
and
stability
and
contribute to a solution in
Cyprus,” Akıncı said.
Pointing out that South Cyprus,
Greece and Israel will sign an
agreement for the project route
in 2018, Akıncı stressed that the
European Union (EU) provided
financing support for this
project. “A new one is about to
be added to the grave mistake of
taking only Southern Cyprus to
the EU 14 years ago” Akıncı

Don't miss this football match in Lefkosa!
By Richard Beale

not yet confirmed.

On Saturday May 19th a host of
famous World Football Stars will
play a friendly match at the Atatürk
Stadium, Lefkoşa (ko 21.45 pm)

This is a major coup for the
TRNC to stage the match, which
will be in aid of the Kanu and
Lua Lua Charities.

Confirmed football stars that will be To have these famous stars play
playing are :
here is a fantastic opportunity for us
to watch these footballers. Yes most
KANU
(
Arsenal,
WBA, have retired or past their sell by
Portsmouth)
date, but they are household names
in the football world.
MICHAEL ESSIEN ( Chelsea)
Tickets are 40tl and can be
YAKUBA ( Reading, Portsmouth, purchased in advance of the match
Everton, Middlesborough)
at all Deniz Plaza outlets, Birinci
Turizm, Konya Mutfağı both ın
LUA LUA (Colchester, Newcastle, Lefkoşa
Portsmouth)
With the Ataturk Stadium having a
TUGAY (Blackburn Rovers)
capacity of 20,000 I would imagine
you can buy tickets at the Ground
ALEX SONG (Arsenal, Barcelona, on the night, but better to be safe
West Ham)
than sorry and try to buy them
before.
There will also be some other stars

DON’T MISS THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO WATCH THIS
UNIQUE MATCH
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Turkey donates 100,000 US dollars to CMP
The Republic of Turkey has
donated 100,000 US Dollars
(83,500 Euros) to the Committee on
Missing Persons (CMP).
Turkish Ambassador to Lefkosa,
Derya Kanbay, received Gülden
Plümer Küçük, the Turkish Cypriot
member of the Committee on
Missing Persons, and presented the
donation cheque to her.
In a written statement, the
Committee on Missing Persons

expressed gratitude for the
donation and noted that Turkey’s
financial support for the committee
has amounted to 909,500 Euros
over the last eleven years.

persons which aimed at ending
the pain that had affected many
families for many years.

The statement also added that the
CMP has identified and returned
870 missing persons to their
families so far.

A statement circulated by the
United Nations Peacekeeping
Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) said
that this donation will support the
works of the Committee on
Missing
Persons
towards
exhumation, identification and
return of remains of missing

TRNC driving licence application for some foreign citizens
Minister of Public Works and
Transportation Tolga Atakan signed
a notice on 17 April 2018 ordering
foreign citizens who arrived to the
TRNC as students, or reside in the
TRNC
through
obtaining
work/residency permits, to take a
written and practical exam to be
able to change their driving licence
with that of the TRNC.
According to the notice, citizens of
Turkey,
EU member states,
Switzerland, Norway, USA,

TRNC at 9th Ecology Izmir Fair
TRNC has attended the 9th
Ecology İzmir Fair for the first
time, which is the only fair in
Turkey focussing on certified
organic products.
The 9th Ecology İzmir Fair will be
held between 9-12 May 2018.
The Minister of Agriculture and
Natural Resources Erkut Şahali
attended the opening ceremony of
the fair yesterday (9th May).
There are three local companies
‘Kaş’, ‘Aydın’ and ‘Karpaz’ that
will display their organic products
such as carob, olive and olive oil
at the fair.

Canada, Australia, New Zealand
and Japan will be exempt from the
new practice.
Foreign citizens excluding those
who are citizens of the mentioned
countries will have to make an
application to the Licence Branch
of the Traffic Department and pass
required exams in order to be able
to change their driving licence
with the corresponding licence
provided by the TRNC.
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Akinci: "Turkey's exclusion from security is out of the question
President Mustafa Akıncı stated
that Turkey’s exclusion from
security adjustments on Cyprus is
out of the question and
emphasised that this option is not,
and has never been, on the
agenda. He said, “Unfortunately,
there are many distortions
regarding this issue nowadays.”
Speaking at an event yesterday
(6th May), Akıncı called on the
Greek Cypriot side not to insist on
an unhelpful maximalist manner,
and added that it is not possible to
reach a solution with the
insistence of "zero troops, zero
guarantees."
Stating that the point of view of
the United Nations also does not
align with the precondition of

"zero troops, zero guarantees" as
demanded by the Greek Cypriot
side, Akıncı said: "My statements
are being distorted. Issues that are
not in the documents of the United
Nations are being deliberately
depicted as if they exist and to
imply that the UN is presenting a
'zero troops, zero guarantee'
proposal to us. Nothing like that
exists either in our plan, or in our
program,
or
in
the
recommendations of the UN."

Akıncı also noted that the Greek
Cypriot side is often warned about
establishing a joint committee for
progressing the issue of natural
resources
around
the
island,
otherwise
the
unilateral
gas
exploration activities of the Greek

Cypriot side would be left exposed
after a solution, and emphasizing
that the most rational, the cheapest
and the quickest way to transport the
common natural resources around
the island to Europe would be via
Turkey.

Indicating
that
the
natural
resources around the island are
potentially worthy of rehabilitating
all the people, Akıncı said that
unilateral efforts of one side to try
to confiscate these riches are not

Kudret Özersay visits Dhaka
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay attended the 45th Session
of the Council of Foreign
Ministers of the Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation held in Dhaka
on 5-6 May.
In his speech to all OIC member
countries and country delegations

Özersay said that the TRNC
cannot remain unresponsive to the
developments in the world, adding
that it would take part in the
platforms where the international
community comes together to
discuss global issues and act
together.

also emphasized that all parties
should
question
why
the
negotiations ended with failure
and added that an approach to
immediately start negotiations in
any case would mean to make
Turkish Cypriots enslaves of the
status quo.

Foreign Minister Kudret Özersay

Özersay underlined that the
Turkish Cypriot people did not
want to be part of a vicious cycle,
with a new negotiation process
that
would
again
remain
inconclusive.
“It is possible to say that the Greek
Cypriot side, which has been
allowed to obtain whatever they
want without solving the Cyprus
issue under current conditions, has
no intention of reaching a
consensus for a solution.
Furthermore, this has created a
mentality which refuses to share
power and prosperity with the
Turkish Cypriots.

As long as these conditions remain
the same, it is important for
everyone to question this situation
and ask themselves how it is
meaningful to wait for this
mentality to change,” Özersay said.
Referring to the previous decisions
taken by the OIC in the past,
Özersay called on the member
countries to act according to these
decisions.
On the side-lines of the conference,
Minister Özersay held bilateral
meetings with the Foreign Ministers
of Canada, Azerbaijan, Kosovo, and
Afghanistan.
Meanwhile, Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Foreign Affairs
Kudret Özersay met with Turkish
Deputy Prime Minister Bekir
Bozdağ.
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Celebrate a Right Royal Wedding at Tim's Cafe and Bar
By Chris Elliott....
For those who like to party, love
pomp and circumstance, love the
royals and the UK, you are invited
by Tim to come along to his cafe
and bar in Karakum on Saturday
19th May to enjoy the UK
marriage of Prince Harry and
Meghan.
The royal wedding will be
celebrated at 2pm to 3pm Cyprus

time at Tim's Cafe and bar with
entertainment from Rachel Sings
from 3pm to 5pm and Brian
Delaney from 6.00pm to 8.30pm.
To book your table please call
Tim on 0533 869 0021and do be
patriotic please and wear Red
White and Blue.
Tim's Cafe and Bar is opposite
Erdener Supermarket in Karakum.

Keeping our Cyprus beaches clean
By Chris Elliott..
Living in a clean environment is a
topic on most people's lips in North
Cyprus and many people try hard
to help stem the rubbish issue by
cleaning up rubbish left by people,
the wind or the sea and on 6th May
2018 the Rotary Club of Kyrenia
Cosmopolitan were at the Alagadi
beach for yet another of their beach
cleaning events and this is what
they had to say.
We had another successful event in
cooperation with Near East
University Faculty of Economics
and
Administrative Sciences
Students Club and Communication
Club. This was also our last beach
clean up event of the 2017-18
Rotary Year and we give special
thanks to:
• Rtn Irene for organising the last
two Beach clean up events
• Rtn Imren for taking part in
organising the participation of the
students and introducing us to Mr
Ayhan Dolunay
• Mr Ayhan Dolunay for
supporting our club and taking
part in organising the participation
of the students
• NEU Students Dean's Office

for their full support and also for
providing sandwiches, refreshments
and
all
transportation
arrangements
• Mamulcuoglu Pastry and Enver
Mamulcuoglu
for
providing
savoury snacks for beach cleaners
•
Turtle Paradise Restaurant for
hosting
us
and
supplying
refreshments for the beach cleaners
Thanks to all our members, all 33
student from NEU, Friends of
Rotary who joined us at today's
event and all others who took part
in the organisation.
Thank you message from Rotary

Club of Kyrenia Cosmopolitan,
President, Gultac Ozsan.

students have been provided by
Near East University) .

Dear Fellow Rotarians,

Our thanks to Mr Gokmen of
Turtle Paradise Restaurant for
providing the refreshments after
Beach Clean.

Very successful Beach Clean Day
at Turtle Beach, Alagadi today.
I would like to thank Irene
Emmerzael and Rotarian Friend
Caroline
Houghton
for
the
organisation of the Beach Clean,
and also Imren Gurbasar for all the
effort she has put in and supported
the Beach Clean with 40 students
from Near East University (the
refreshments in the morning for the

Thanking those Club Members
who participated and supported
the day.
Rotarian regards,
Gul
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Death of a newspaper
very emotionally attached to
journalism, which in fact never
became my profession.

By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
Over the past 40 plus years, that I
remained connected to the field of
journalism, I have witnessed both
death
and
birth
of
newspapers/magazines. On more
than one occasion I was part of the
team who ran a newspaper and then
one day we witnessed the last
breath of the same newspaper, for
which we had worked so hard.
During the same period of time, I
had been part of the team who
worked hard to launch a newspaper.
I witnessed those days of hard
labour, when we planned and
worked out dummy newspapers,
before the real newspaper got its
first issue out. It is only a journalist
who can feel the real thrill and
sensation during the process of birth
of a newspaper.
During the same period of time, I
had been part of the team who
worked hard to launch a newspaper.
I witnessed those days of hard
labour, when we planned and
worked out dummy newspapers,
before the real newspaper got its
first issue out. It is only a journalist
who can feel the real thrill and
sensation during the process of birth
of a newspaper.
The
feelings
are
indeed
unexplainable, when a team of
journalists see the first issue of the
newspaper, to which they were
attached, coming out of the printing

press, at the late hours of the
night. Those scenes do pass by in
my mind now, as I try to recall
those unforgettable moments of
my life.
But apart from the feelings that
journalists experience witnessing
the birth of a newspaper, it is
really dreadful to witness the
death of a newspaper. I had seen
newspapers that were forced to
close down, due to political
reasons. I witnessed newspapers
closed down due to financial
reasons. I also witnessed one
newspaper which died along with
its owner/editor in chief. The
death of the editor in chief had
left no-one else to continue the
newspaper, and it died its own
death, the next morning.
However, I personally feel that
it's really difficult to be part of a
newspaper, which appears to be
inching forward towards its own
death. Yes, I am referring to the
most common reason of death of
newspapers. It is the finance.
Apart from everything inside a
newspaper,
what
is
most
important is the money to keep it
going on. It is really painful to
see a newspaper facing financial
difficulties, which soars with the
passage of time, and ultimately
there comes a day when there
remains no other way out but to
close the newspaper.
Throughout my life I remained

I know that every publisher,
every editor, every journalist
and everyone attached to the
newspaper
do
have
an
emotional attachment with the
newspaper, and they all feel real
pain in their heart, seeing the
newspaper on the death bed.
But this is life. Here the realities
are the norms of life. Here we
feel happy on birth and cry on
death. May it be a human life or
a newspaper.

OPINION

OPINION
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A Night at the Movies in aid of children with leukaemia and cancer
sparkling lights, magic carpets and
many magical wonderful props on
stage! I really do hope that we
have this entertaining show
repeated one more time in Cyprus
so that this time, the masses would
understand that they missed out.

By Peri Sualp...
This wonderful concert blasted
into our memories. It was a
wonderful concert, with wonderful
hard working supportive people!
This broadway/musical show was
held on 28th April 2018 at the
Atatürk Culture Centre, Nicosia
and it was so colourful and
whimsical and in aid of the Kemal
Saraçoğlu Foundation for Children
with Leukaemia and Cancer.
Demetra George Mustafaoglu’s
leading lady songs to those of
countertenor Nuri Harun Ates and
accompaniment by Önder Cebeci
was absolutely wonderful and you
can see why they are famous!!!
Evgenia Zeliskaya’s entertaining
dance moves awakened the
audience and Nevgi Ertanin graced
the stage with her acting.
Ece Sualp and Hatice Kerimgil
had the job of selling our show to

sponsors and made sure that
backstage things went well.
Special guest and always an
audience favourite was our Super
Genie Can Gazi who never says no
to appear for kids.
We really did pull it off very well.
I was fortunate to share the
Mermaid,
Pocahontas,
Les
Miserables, Annie, Wizard of Oz,
and parts of Peter Pan, Sound of
Music & Mary Poppins with my
professor Demetra. Our songs
were loved and you could hear
people singing along in the
audience!!!
The stage was so colourful and
neatly designed. Butterflies flying,
a fairy castle, stars and flowers
hanging from the curtains, teddy
bears and cute barking dogs, a
magical glowing sea & shark on
the piano and a big purple sea
shell next to a pirate ship, indian
tent, talking parrot, glowing

Nevgi Ertanin, Peri Sualp and Evgenia Zeliskaya

If you came to this amazing show,
then thank you so much for your
support! Not only did you watch a
cool show, but you also gave a
helping hand to the kids with
cancer “losemili cocuklar!”
But if you couldn’t come, then I
think you should definitely not
miss out another magical show to
support music in Cyprus and help
the kids who can’t survive without
our help! Please help save our
precious children who are our
future so one day they can join in
and enjoy this beautiful life. Music
is magic. Just ask the children
from the Kemal Saraçoğlu
Foundation who were our guests
that night. We made memories
together! Help us support them.

Demetra George Mustafaoglu

You can make a donation anytime
to the Foundation. We thank you
ahead of time.
Photos courtesy of
George Mustafaoglu

Demetra

Nuri Harun Ates
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EFRAR and Carrington Group Tree Planting
SPORTS

By Sue Steel – EFRAR 2018 in and around Esentepe and people can
dedicate a tree for just 25TL which is
Organising Committee ...
such a special way of remembering a
The long-awaited Carrington’s Plant- loved one. We are privileged to be
a-Tree project has finally started. On involved in this venture as it will
May 3rd, the Carrington Group and benefit so many people in so many
Our sincere thanks to
EFRAR 2018 brought the Plant-A- ways.
Carrington Group for this innovative
Tree project to life.
way to not only raise money for Tulips
Esentepe Primary School was but in making Cyprus greener for
selected as the location for the initial future generations.”
plantings and the students of the
school helped with the first planting A Carrington Group spokesperson
with a total of 32 trees being planted added: “We would like to express our
gratitude to everyone who dedicated a
around the periphery of the school.
tree to a loved one and thus helped
The initiative by Carrington Group, in Tulips, Help Those with Cancer
conjunction with EFRAR 2018 Association. All proceeds will be going
supporting Tulips, hopes this Plant-a- to help cancer patients.
Tree project will not only contribute
to making Cyprus greener but also Trees are still available for donation at
help cultivate respect and love for 25TL. For any information please call:
nature in our children and future 0548 813 1010 and please keep
following our FB page for the updates,
generations.
as this is only the first stage - there are
Mary Watson, Chair of EFRAR 2018, several other plantings planned
commented: “This was a super shortly.”
morning and all those involved had a
lot of fun, especially the children. Carrington Group facebook page can
be viewed on the link shown below:
The plan is to plant many more trees

E.F.R.A.R. 2018 supporting Tulips
Raising money for TULIPS (Help Those with Cancer)

https://www.facebook.com/carringtongroup/

Mary Watson (EFRAR) and
Burcu Basay Karakaya
(Carrington Group)

Guzelyeli Beach was cleaned on 10th May 2018
It's been a very busy week this
past week with even more beach
cleaning to the west of Girne at
Guzelyeli Beach and we have
received the following news with
pictures from Jenny Tyler which
we would like to share with our
readers..
Karsiyaka Turtle Watch have been
working with Lapta Belediyesi to
organise the cleaning of Guzelyeli
Beach with the help of a team of
students from the Near East
University - unfortunately we had
very short notice 1.1/2 hrs to be
precise but Dot Rogers and I
turned up at the beach to meet and
work with the students and about
30 bags of rubbish were collected.

Our thanks go to the Mayor of
Lapta Fuat Namsoy and Tolga Alav
for arranging this. The next major
task will be putting up signs along
the beach making visitors aware of
the importance of this beach to the
Loggerhead Turtles and that certain
steps must be taken to protect the
nests.
Fuat Bey has also advised KTW
that metal posts will be erected
stopping vehicle access to the
beach.
The nesting season is almost upon
us, in fact we already have nests at
Alagadi and we are looking forward
to a busy season.
Jenny Tyler
(Chair KTW)

Keep our beaches clean!
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Exhibition : Fighting for the survival of nature
Nearby in the premises of the
Nature Park they already have
given home to animals that were
Fighting for the survival of nature injured, in or by human society, and
- Nilgün Güney and her art group this is what the art group is
at the Taşkent Nature Park – 28th supporting, the awareness in just
April to 12th May.
that society of a right to live for all
living beings, even the smallest.
Have you ever looked into the
eyes of a Praying Mantis? Did you Thank you, Nilgün and friends, for
ever lie down in your garden and your work.
watch the ants carry away all kinds
of seed; have you observed the
silvery spur a snail leaves behind
her? Have you ever properly
studied the work of a spider and
the drops of morning dew in her
finished web?
By Heidi Trautmann ...
www.heiditrautmann.com

If we are not careful, we may lose
it all.
There is a newly developed nature
park in Taskent up in the
mountains, and there in the
Culture House of the Picnic Area,
Nilgün and her group have brought
their works to display.
They wanted to do something with
the means they have at their
disposal, that is art…Let us fight
the abuse of the environment with
art, let us show people the beauty
of nature and its inhabitants.

These are the names of participants.
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President of Int. Fed. of Down Syndrome visits Girne Mayor
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü,
received Muhammed Abdullah
Tuncay, the President of the
International Federation of Down
Syndrome, and his delegation.
The activities, awareness and
educational activities that could be
arranged for people with Down
Syndrome were discussed. Mutual
gifts were presented after the
speeches.

Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü said
that they are ready to give Down
Syndrome individuals the freedom
to continue their lives comfortably
and to socialize where they
deserve in society.
Mohammed Abdullah Tuncay,
President
of
International
Federation of Down Syndrome,
said that they are ready to
cooperate with the Municipality of
Girne for the socialization of
individuals with Down Syndrome.

Meeting to discuss silk cocoon industry
Girne Municipality, the Turkish
Cypriot Chamber of Tradesmen
and Craftsmen, Craftsmen and
Producer Markets Cooperative and
the Green Peace Movement, held a
meeting with the aim of bringing
the producers of silk cocoons,
handicrafts and breeding, under
the roof of a cooperative in the
future.
Issues such as the problems
experienced by farmers and
producers, solution proposals,
increasing standards, mapping
studies according to districts and
preparation of a strategic plan,
initiating an organization and
taking the first steps of the
"Clustering"
project,
were
discussed.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
stated that although there was
awareness about the survival and

development of silk cocoon
cultivation and related handicrafts
and protection and reproduction of
mulberry trees with the Silk
Cocoon Festival, significant steps
could not be taken in the
institutional sense.
With the 13th Silk Cocoon
Festival,
the
idea
of
cooperativeness emerged in order
to make the work carried out more
sustainable and realistic, and as
such the Municipality was ready to
give all kinds of support.
Güngördü emphasized that it could
exist only by producing in the
territories where the Turkish
Cypriots live. He stated that the
duty of the Municipality is to
cooperate with civil society and
professional organizations by
putting forward the main idea on
this subject.

Mahmut Kanber, Head of the
Turkish Cypriot Chamber of
Artisans and Craftsmen, said that
production,
marketing
and
marketing cooperatives had been
established with the cooperation of
olive and grape producers for 4
years and that this year the branding
standardisation was completed and
the products and packaging were
presented. Canber noted that the
goal
of
branding
and
standardization in production was
to make a major contribution to the
country's economy by “clustering”.
Kanber suggested that investors in
the country should be obliged to
invest in local production.
Doğan Sahir, the Secretary General
of the Green Peace Movement,
expressed that an important
awareness was created with the Silk
Cocoon Festival in Cyprus. Dogan

Sahir, who expressed that silk
cocoon growers and craftsmen are
still troubled today, it needs
organised work to meet, protect
and
develop
silk
cocoon
production and art, he stressed.
Doğan Sahir believed that
cooperativeness would contribute
significantly to the standardization
and marketing of product quality
and the protection of the producer
in this respect.
Ersun Aytaç, the Chairman of the
Green Peace Movement and
General
Secretary
of
the
Craftsmen
and
Production
Marketing Cooperative, also said
that they have been working on a
map for determining the region in
which the country produces and
the standards for 4 years with
producers, KOBIGEM, the EU
and the cooperatives.
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The new Avenue Hotel opens in Kyrenia Centre
By Richard Chamberlain ...
On Saturday, 5th May, about 50
friends and relations gathered to
celebrate the opening of a new
Boutique Hotel and Garden
Restaurant in the centre of Kyrenia.
It was the Avenue Hotel and Garden
Restaurant owned and run by
Harriette and Firat Yildirim and
Erman Senbayrak.
The recently restored building
which is around 100 years old is at
26 Ziya Rizki Caddesi, has been
transformed into a luxury boutique
hotel with 12 luxury en-suite
bedrooms and a blissful courtyard
garden and bar.

Firat and Harriette Yildirim
and Erman Senbayrak.
The Avenue Hotel can be contacted via the following:
Bookings email: bookings@avenuehotelcyprus.com.
Reception: admin@avenuehotelcyprus.com.
Call +90 392 815 39 02
http://www.avenuehotelcyprus.com
https://www.facebook.com/avenuehotelkyrenia/

Invitation to a Book Signing : “Through the Third Eye”
Author and Editor at the Publishers Troubador/Matador
Story by OlcayAkdeniz
Words by Jenny Vardy
Join us for a drink, meet the author and have your book
signedBetween 2pm and 4pm on: Saturday 19th May
At: Sht. Bayram Ozgum Cad. 98. Catalkoy (The Vardy’s)
There will be a short Musical Presentation at 3pm by
Music Lovers Ladies’ Choir.
https://www.troubador.co.uk/bookshop/fantasy -and-horror/through-the-third-eye/
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Shakespeare House Military Band Concert 2018
By Margaret Sheard ....
This year was the first time I had
been to the annual Military Band
Concert event at Shakespeare
House in Lefkoşa and we were
accompanied by our friends
Richard Chamberlain and his wife
Weng.
After a rather gruelling traffic
jammed journey from Girne we
arrived at Shakespeare House and
the gates were opened to allow us
into the grounds to offload our
picnic items and we were surprised
and pleased that there was plenty
of parking space within the
grounds. We were greeted by
Maggie Kay and then shown to
our table where we proceeded to
unpack our goodies to eat before
the concert started.

of Staff - Colonel Ed Freely and
his wife Fiona.
This was followed by a speech
from
Stephen
Lillie,
who
welcomed international people
who came from Argentina,
Australia, Canada, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Germany,
New Zealand, Norway, Sweden,
USA and Greek and Turkish
Cypriot friends.

in the British Army and is based in
the UK.
Richard Chamberlain is well-known
in North Cyprus for his books of
photographs taken in 1954/55 when
he served in the British Army and
was based in Famagusta. Richard
had brought some of his books
along and there was great interest in

The event was in aid of the Army
Benevolent Fund (ABF – The
Soldiers’ Charity) which is the
national charity of the British
Army and the music was to be
provided by The Band of the
Queen’s Division (Director of
Music Captain Ben Mason). They
all looked so smart and we were
all waiting with anticipation for
the start of the concert. There was

There were many familiar faces of
people from various North Cyprus
groups and associations, Royal
British Legion – Kyrenia Branch,
The Foreign Residents in the
TRNC (TFR), Friends of the
TRNC Emergency Services (112),
Kyrenia
Amateur
Dramatic
Society (KADS), Kyrenia Animal
Rescue (KAR), Rotary Club of
Kyrenia Cosmopolitan, there were
probably many others but with the
huge number of people there it
was difficult to see everyone.
The event was organised by Jonny
Kay, and he started his speech by
welcoming the new British High
Commissioner to Cyprus –
Stephen Lillie, who arrived on the
island on 29th April 2018, and
thanking him for allowing this
wonderful venue to be used for
this occasion. Jonny also gave a
warm welcome to the Commander
of the British Forces in Cyprus
- Major General Illingworth and

a wide range of music played,
commencing with the National
Anthem and then first on the
programme The Dambusters March
which
received
resounding
applause. There then followed many
pieces, including music from films
and stirring marches. We were
treated to a vocal solo from
Corporal Amy Kent who also serves

them.
We also spotted Jarra Brown, who
wrote the book “46 Miles” which
covered the final journey of
servicemen and women who had
lost their lives while serving for
their country and had been
repatriated to the UK.
Signed
copies of both Richard and Jarra’s
books were included in the raffle
prizes.

British High Commissioner
Stephen Lillie

Continued on next page ...
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Continued ....

Shakespeare House Military Band concert 2018

During the evening the prizes were
given for the best decorated tables
– first was Table 34 (British Beach
Bums and Birds), second was
Table 35 with the theme The Royal
Wedding. Then came the raffle
draw where there were some
wonderful prizes on offer.
Later we had Land of Hope and
Glory,
Jerusalem and Rule
Britannia, all of which Amy sang
beautifully.
We were not
successful in obtaining flags here
in North Cyprus but we were
pleased to see so many people
waving large and small flags and
bunting. By this time most of the
guests were up on their feet,
joining in with the singing and
generally
showing
much
patriotism.
The Shakespeare House Military
Band Concerts first started in 2002
and since then with the generosity
of people attending a fantastic
amount in the region of 116,000
euros has been raised for the Army
Benevolent Fund.
Jonny Kay took the opportunity to
thank those who had contributed to
this wonderful event.

Honorary President of ABF - Lt.
Col. (retired) Geoff Fryatt.
Chairman of the Cyprus Branch of
the Army Benevolent Fund - Major
(retired) Peter Hogg. Bill and
Dawn Matthews who travel from
Paphos every year to man the ABF
stall and also judge the tables.
Thanks also to Defence Adviser of
the British High Commission
- Colonel Martyn Forgrave, Lt.
Col. Henry Searby, Major “Polly”
This is some information about
Poulson, Major Alex Bowie,
Shakespeare House.
Captain Chris Yapp, Captain Matt
Jones who currently serve with the
The house was bought by the
United Nations.
Ministry of Works in 1960 for
£65,000 from Byron Pavlides, a
There are many others who have
local entrepreneur who had given
contributed their time to this event,
the Governor a two month option
including Mark Ryan and Jonny’s
on his house. It was built in 1937
wife Maggie who has given him
by a wealthy British resident and
tremendous support.
designed by a Cypriot architect in
what the Ministry of Works
surveyor described as a Venetian cum-Byzantine style.
The Ministry architects hated the
house
and
the
Permanent
Secretary annotated “What a
frightful house, I only hope we
didn’t allow ourselves to be
bullied too easily into buying it”.
Three small adjoining plots were
bought at the same time to create
more space for a circular drive
and parking, and two more in
1964 to guard against intrusive

development, the whole
amounts to about 4½ acres.

site

Little has changed since 1959 and
today Shakespeare House is still
used by the British High
Commissioner
to
entertain
dignitaries and to hold formal and
informal meetings.
This was a lovely setting and in
my opinion Shakespeare House is
a beautiful building. It was a
wonderful event and we look
forward to being able to be a part
of it next year.
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Up, Up and Away at Gecitkale Airport
By Margaret Sheard ...
During the time Ercan Airport was
being
refurbished,
on
two
occasions the flights I took to the
TRNC used Geçitkale Airport, and
I assumed I would never have a
flight at this airport again, but I
was wrong and what a lovely and
very different flight I experienced.
We have visited the TRNC Air
Sports Federation at Geçitkale
Airport on a few occasions and
have been writing about the
wonderful work they are doing to
promote air sports in the TRNC.

The Gyrocopter is quite small and
although there is plenty of space
for the pilot, the “co-pilot” seat
behind him is a little on the small
side in area, so it was a bit of a
battle getting into place, however
once there all was ok.

which was positioned between my
knees and I was firmly told not to
touch it as it would be moving
around
with
the
pilot’s
manoeuvres, there was also another
item I was told not to touch as well,
so I thought maybe I should sit on
my hands! I was kitted out with a
headset and seat belt and so we
were ready to go.

This is a training model and so
there is a joystick also in the rear

We taxied out to the runway and
then the rotor blade came into

I was thrilled to bits and ready to
take to the skies.

operation. The Gyrocopter does
not need a very long runway, it is
almost vertical take-off, and we
were soon in the air and circling
around the area of the airport,
where I could look down at the lie
of the land and villages.
I soon found out about the joystick
movement when it suddenly belted
me in the stomach! I was also able
to talk to Serkan via our headsets.

During these visits we met Zeki
Ziya, the President of the
Federation and Serkan Özcezlari,
pilot and instructor and also two of
the students learning to fly a
Gyrocopter (or Autogyro).
On Thursday 3rd May I
accompanied Chris to Geçitkale
Airport, supposedly to discuss a
new project, and on arrival I found
there had been much going on
without my knowledge and Chris
had conspired with Serkan to give
me a flight in the Gyrocopter.
It is just as well that Chris knew I
wouldn’t
refuse
this
great
opportunity.

Zeki Ziya - President of the TRNC Air Sports Federation
and Serkan Özcezlari - Pilot/Instructor

Continued on next page ...
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continued ....

Up, Up and Away at Gecitkale Airport

Chris had driven the car along the
approach road and parked so he
could take some photos so I was
waving madly to him and trying
also to take photos from above.
Serkan had a camera attached to
his headgear and was filming me at
the rear while we were flying.
This has been made into a video
compilation,
along
with
photographs, by Chris and you can
see my first experience in a
Gyrocopter by clicking on the
following link:
https://videos.files.wordpress.com/SwgoEcc0/up-up-and-away-with-cyprusscene-com-and-margaret-sheard1_hd.mp4

At one point Serkan came down to
an apron just off the runway and I
thought oh dear that was short and
sweet, but no, he touched down
and then took off again and we
flew around for another period of
time.
Eventually we landed, very
smoothly, and taxied back to the
hangar from where the Federation
operates. Then I am afraid the
very inelegant process of exiting
from the Gyrocopter. I am sure
with practice I would be able to
master it better than I did this time!
What a marvellous experience it
was, I thoroughly enjoyed it, so
thank you Serkan, I really do
appreciate your time to let me
experience this very different mode
of air travel, which I am sure is
going to become a very popular air
sport here in the TRNC both for
those wishing to learn to fly a
Gyrocopter and also, in the future,
for locals and tourists who would
just like to enjoy the experience of
a flight.

If you would like to contact Serkan you can email him at flyserkan@yahoo.com
and for further information please visit his facebook page https://www.facebook.com/flyserkan
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112 Afternoon Tea talk with Chris Elliott talking about
"My journey through the Media"
Here’s the latest news from the
Friends of the TRNC Emergency
Services:
This month’s 112 Afternoon Tea will
be a week later than usual on
Wednesday 16th May at the Black
Olive Cafe in Alsancak starting at
3.00pm. Lots of tasty sandwiches and
cakes with tea or coffee for 20TL per
person. Our speaker this month will
be Chris Elliott, creator and editor
of the website and on-line
Enewspaper CyprusScene.com

28th May at Acmenya Restaurant in
Alsancak starting at 7.30 p.m. This is
a light-hearted fun quiz with quirky
questions from Richard and bottles of
wine for the winning team. Teams
can be of any number of people from
2 to 10 as the unique 112
bonus/penalty scheme makes it fairer
for all. A delicious chicken or
vegetarian supper and a lot of fun for
just 25TL per person. Please call
Brenda on the above number to
reserve your places.

Minister of Finance Ersin Tatar and Cyprus Observer
deputy editor, Chris Elliott (2012)

Have fun everyone!!
His talk is entitled ‘My journey
through the Media’ setting out his
route to his current project with a
few interesting stories along the way.
This is friendly, sociable afternoon
and everyone is welcome. Please
reserve your places by calling
Brenda on 0533 840 7834.
The 112 Quiz will be on Monday

Mike and Brenda Plant

"My journey through the Media"

Amateur women footballers will play friendly match
Doğan Türk Birliği and Türk
Ocağı Limassol Sports Club will
organize a friendly match for
amateur women's football teams, in
aid of the Department of Oncology
at Lefkosa State Hospital and
Karaoğlanoğlu Elementary School.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
welcomed the representatives of
the amateur women’s football
teams Özlem Ratip Ferhatoğlu and
Deniz Nasıfoğlu of the Doğan
Turkish Union and the Turkish
Ocağı Limassol sports clubs who
will be playing football on
Saturday, 19th May at the 20
Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadium.
It was announced that an infusion
machine will be donated to the

Lefkosa State Hospital Oncology
Department and donations will be
made to Karaoğlanoğlu Primary
School in line with their needs.
Nidai Güngördü emphasized the
importance of the two teams,
especially those who carry the
exciting
competition
from
Limassol to Kyrenia, and for the
amateur female players to meet.
Nidai Güngördü stated that it was
a
solidarity
and
social
responsibility project besides a
sporting
activity,
and
the
encounter will be made with the
slogan "Even though we are from
different areas we are hand in
hand for sport and health".
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The Leisure Line
Be in the Spot Light!

Demetra George Mustafaoglu
A Night at the Movies

Would you like your event pictures shown in our
Leisure Line. Please email them with a description
and phone number to:
kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
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In the Spotlight!
A Night at the Movies
Pictures courtesy of Demetra George Mustafaoglu

LEISURE LINE

LEISURE LINE
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In the Spotlight!
Celebrations and enjoyment at Shakespeare House, Nicosia
Pictures courtesy of Richard Chamberlain

Party Night at Crispy Squid, Catalkoy
Pictures courtesy of Peter Toms
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CyprusScene : Trivia and Sudoku
Criminals
1) By what nickname was mobster Benjamin Siegel better known?
2) Who was the last woman to be hanged in Britain on 13th July 1955?

Motown
1) What was Diana Ross’s last hit with The Supremes?
2) To which city did Motown move its headquarters in 1971?

Diana
1) Who was her chauffeur on her final journey?
2) Who co-wrote “A Princess in Love” with Anna Pasternak?

New Romantics
1) Who recorded the original version of Soft Cell’s “Tainted Love”?
2) Who was the lead singer in Spandau Ballet?

War Films
1)
What conflict is the setting for Brian de Palma’s 1989 movie
“Casualties of War”?
2) What is the subject of the 1962 film “The Longest Day”?

American Writers
1) Who wrote “The Witches of Eastwick”?
2) Who is the most famous creation of Edgar Rice Burroughs?

Insects and Spiders
1) Which spider devours its partner after mating?
2) What are insects chewing jaws called?
The British Isles
1)
Which national park includes the Black Mountains and the Usk
Valley?
2) Wookey Hole is part of which range of hills?

Grid No. 49

The Royal Family
1) Who was the first monarch to visit Russia?
2) Under which monarch did the family change its name to Windsor?
Female Stars
1)
Who formed a production company called Desilu with her husband
Desi Arnaz?
2) Who did Kirstie Alley replace in Cheers?

Grid No. 50

Answers on page 25
No cheating !
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
12th May to 25th May 2018
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
drinks and canapés followed by a 5-course meal with 2
free drinks. There will be music for entertainment. The
event is in aid of Tulips. Contact a committee member
to reserve tickets.

12th May – Saturday - Football :
Gırne Halk Evi v Hamitköy (Play Off League 1) at
Esentepe Erdal Barut Stadı – ko 4.30pm
Doğancı v Çanakkale (League 1 play out) at Girne
20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadıum – ko 4.30pm
Vadili v Karşıyaka (BTM league Play Off) at
Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadıum – ko 7.00pm
Karadeniz 61 v Yarköy (BTM League 2) at Yeni
Boğaziçi Osman E. Mehmet Stadı ko 4.30pm
13th May – Sunday - Football :
Merit Alsancak Yeşılova Ladıes v Akdeniz Ladıes
(Ladies League) at Alsancak Mustafa Hidayet
Çaglar Stadı – ko 4.30pm
Bahçeli SK v 1461 İskele Trabzon SK (BTM
League 2) at Esentepe Erdal Barut Stadıum. - ko
4.30pm
Çanakkale Ladies v Dumlupınar Ladies. (Ladies
League) at Çanakkale Muharrem Doveç Stadı,
Famagusta ko 4.30pm
Mağusa Spor Akademsi Ladies v Geçitkale Ladies
(Ladies League) at Maraş Stadı, Famagusta. ko
4.30pm
Cihangir U21 v Dumlupınar U21(Ahmet Samı
Fınal) at Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadıum ko 7.15pm
14th May – Monday - The Venue, Turtle Bay,
Esentepe - Bingo – Eyes Down! At 8pm. Menu
available. To book call 0533 884 9816.
14th May – Monday - Band of the Security Forces
Command concert at Bellapais Abbey in aid of the
RBL Poppy Appeal. Starts at 8.30pm. Programmes
40TL at the door. Outside bar will be available.
14th May – Monday - EFRAR will be holding a
Gala Dinner at the Elexus Hotel. Tickets 175TL for

19th May – Saturday - The Venue, Turtle Bay,
Esentepe. The Abnormals 50’s Night. Menu
available 7pm to eat and the show which is 10TL
starts at 8.30pm. Proceeds from this and the raffle
will go to Tulips. To book call 0533 884 9816.

14th May – Monday - Football :
Yenicamı U15 V Binatlı U15 (Under 15 Fınal) at Gırne 19th May – Saturday - Football :
20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadı – ko 7.15pm
World All Stars X1 v Local X1 (Specıal Match) at
Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadıum ko 9.45pm
15th May – Tuesday - EFRAR will be holding a grand
auction and raffle at Stevie’s Bar in Kucuk Erenkoy, 21st May – Monday - The Venue, Turtle Bay,
starting at 7pm. Buffet 48TL with 8TL to Tulips. Esentepe - Bingo – Eyes Down! At 8pm. Menu
Compere and music – Brian Hills. The auction will be available. To book call 0533 884 9816.
at 9pm with Karl Rugg. Booking essential 0533 849
4744.
23rd May – Wednesday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House will be presenting Alper Cengiz and
15th May – Tuesday - NCCCT will be holding their Friends (Blues) from 10pm.
coffee morning at the Ada Hotel Alsancak, starting at
10.30am.
24th May – Thursday - Classic film event at The
Food Lodge in Catalkoy in association with the
16th May – Wednesday - Friends of the TRNC DVD Shop, Catalkoy. Starting at 7pm you can
Emergency Services (112) Afternoon Tea and Talk at enjoy Notting Hill (1999). 12TL for the film, a soft
3pm. The speaker will be Chris Elliott who will be drink and popcorn. There are also hot dogs and
talking about his journey of discovery into the media. nachos available. Reservations must be made - call
To book call 0533 840 7834.
0533 839 8764
16th May – Wednesday - The Soulist Coffee and 25th May – Friday - Black Olive Cafe, Alsancak
Music House will be presenting Alper Cengiz and – Fun Quiz at 7pm. To book teams call Vicki on
Friends (Blues) from 10pm.
0533 835 5133
17th May – Thursday - Classic film event at The Food 25th May – Friday - The Soulist Coffee and
Lodge in Catalkoy in association with the DVD Shop, Music House will be presenting The Great Flood
Catalkoy. Starting at 7pm you can enjoy Suddenly Last (Blues) from 10pm.
Summer (1959). 12TL for the film, a soft drink and
popcorn. There are also hot dogs and nachos available.
Reservations must be made - call 0533 839 8764
18th May – Friday - RBL Quiz Night at the Olive
Press, Lapta at 7.30pm. Compered by Brian Thomas.
5TL entry and 10TL for a game of Stupid Bingo. To
book your team call 0533 880 1196.
18th May – Friday - The Soulist Coffee and Music
House will be having a Latin weekend with Arda
Baykurt Quartet (latin) from 10pm.
19th May – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee and Music
House will be having a Latin weekend with Jozi Levi –
Brazil Project (latin) from 10pm.
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Here are the answers to Sudoku on page 23
GRID No 49

GRID No. 50

Here are the answers to the Trivia Quiz on page 23
Criminals
1) Bugsy
2) Ruth Ellis

Motown
1) Someday We’ll Be Together
2) Los Angeles

Diana
1) Henri Paul
2) James Hewitt

New Romantics
1) Gloria Jones
2) Tony Hadley

War Films
1) The war in Vietnam
2) The Normandy landings 6th June 1944

American Writers
1) John Updike
2) Tarzan

Insects and Spiders
1) The Black Widow
2) Mandibles

The Royal Family
1) Edward VII 1908
2) George V 1917

The British Isles
1) Brecon Beacons National Park
2) Mendips

Female Stars
1) Lucille Ball
2) Shelley Long (but not the same character)

How did you do?
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
12th May – Saturday
Mehmet Güven Eczanesi, Namuk Kemal Cad Gırne. Tel: 815 2190
Mucizem Eczanesi, Naci Talat Cad. Karaoglanoglu. Tel: 815 1150
13th May – Sunday
Acarkan Eczanesi, Kordonboyu Ataturk Gırne. Tel: 815 3375
Aydin Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad, Alsancak. Tel: 821 3361
14th May – Monday
Ilgen Eczanesi, Bedreddin Demırel Cad. Tel: 815 8118
Zehra Kelebek Eczanesi, Mınreşal Fevzl Çakmuk Cad. Tel: 821 3888
15th May – Tuesday
Tören Eczanesi, Zıya Rızkı Cad. Yusuf Zıya Gırne. Tel: 815 8979
Mehmet Kamiloğlu Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağalay Cad 41 C Gırne.
Tel: 815 2150

16th May – Wednesday
Rizki 11 Eczanesi, Mülk Plaza No 11 Çatalköy. Tel: 824 5606
Nürçag Eczanesi, Şht Dursun Özsaraç Sokak No 6/2 Gırne.
Tel: 815 1025
17th May – Thursday
Aşar Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağatay Cad Girne. Tel: 815 7075
Emin Eczanesi, Alsancak. Tel: 0533 870 1946
18th May – Friday
Selvin Çağay Eczanesi, Ecevit Cad No 68 /b Girne. Tel: 815 2025
Kandil Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad E 48. Tel: 822 3842
19th May – Saturday
Rizki Eczanesi, Nacı Talat Cad Girne. Tel: 815 3496
Yusuf Tandoğan Girne Eczanesi, Beşparmaklar Cad Catalkoy.
Tel: 0548 865 3434

Duty Chemists for the
Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (as at 11th May)
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Creditwest All Cyprus Cricket Cup changes
Last Sunday 29th April at the
Ozanköy Stadium, the twin roars of
Zeus, the Greek God of Thunder
competed with those of North
Cyprus Lions. The prize being the
Creditwest All Cyprus Cricket
Trophy.
For the third year in succession, the
champions of South Cyprus have
taken on those of the North. The
question was could the TRNC side,
The Cyprus Lions make it a hat-trick
of wins by beating Nicosia Thunder?
The Lions were asked to bat first in
the 30 over/innings match and faced
a wild start. Within 2 overs they
were on 34, with 24 extras being
given away. By the 3rd over they
had reached 43 without loss from
more helpful bowling. As the
English fans were heard to predict, a
score of between 230 and 260
looked likely.
Then Nicosia changed their attack to
the controlled medium paced pairing
of Ali 31 for 5 and Mangla 45 for 4
changing the game, the North’s side
were quickly reduced to 93 for 9
with only Imran Bajwa 16 having

The North Cyprus Lions bowling against the Nicosia Thunder
offered any resistance. Number 11
batsman Shahzad strode in to join Israr
Butt at the crease, with a score of three
figures looking beyond the team.
However, this Lion wasn’t about to
die, its tail swung aggressively from
side to side as 37 were smashed in 4
overs to bring the final total to 130 and
everyone could sense the game was
alive again.
Nicosia Thunder approached their
innings in a much calmer fashion,
knowing they had plenty of overs to
chase the low score. The classy Sandy

13, the hard hitting Shabbi 23, along
with Manan 15 held the innings
together as the North’s Usman 19 for
3 and Israr Butt 36 for 2 worked hard
to take the wickets needed for victory.
Half way through the visitor’s innings
they succeeded in creating a mini
collapse and the home sides
supporters sensed a chance, but the
target was always too low and the
Greek side took the trophy home with
3 wickets in hand and 8 overs to spare.
Afterwards, umpires George Ward
and Richard Boxall felt the
outstanding fielding of the well drilled

Nicosia Thunder
difference.

had

been

the

Nigel Holman, Chairman of the
TRNC Cricket Association, told us,
the Greek side deserved their first
Creditwest All Cyprus Trophy win.
Adding,
despite
having
not
encountered conditions like playing
on a football pitch with a plastic
wicket before, they adapted extremely
well.

Left to Right- Umpire Richard Boxall - Cyprus Lyons - Nicosia Thunder - Umpire George Ward
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Sports Quiz : 10 questions and this weeks Stinker
By Richard Beale.
We will keep the theme going on “nicknames”,
this week some are about Clubs or individual
Sportsmen.
The answers will be found page 30 of this weeks
Enewspapers. The answer to the “Stinker” question
will appear in next week's Enewspaper.
Good luck and no cheating!

Question 1. Which Darts player nickname is ‘Barney’ ?.
Question 2. The followers of which English League 1 Club are known as the
“Cod Army” ?.
Question 3. “The Pumas” are the nickname of which National Rugby Union
team ?.
Question 4 ‘The Spitfires’ are the 20/20 nickname of which English Cricket
County ?.
Question 5 “The Bee’s” and “The Hornets,” are the nicknames of which two
English Football Clubs ?.

This weeks STINKER:

Question 6. ”Old Stoned Face” was the nickname of which 70/80s dart player ?
Question 7. “The Incredible Sulk” was the nickname of this Ex Arsenal,
Liverpool and Manchester City French footballer.
Question 8 “Uncle Fester” was the nickname of this Irish Rugby Union
Hooker ?
Question 9 “The Jags” are the nickname of which Scottish Football Club?.
Question 10 What is the nickname of Exeter Rugby Union team ?.

Question: Which English Football Manager holds the record on having 8 promotions with various Clubs ?..

The answer will be in next weeks Enewspaper

Last weeks STINKER:

The question was:
West Ham’s Pablo Zabaleta last weekend had the misfortune to score a own goal against one of his previous
Clubs which was Manchester City.
Who was last player before that who scored an own goal against one of his Old Clubs in the Premier League
in 2014 ?.
.
Answer:
Jonjo Shelvey while playing for Swansea in December 2014, he scored Liverpools fourth goal with an own
goal. Liverpool was Shelvey’s first Club, he now plays for Newcastle United.

at
als
eful
ack
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Football Roundup Results for 5/6 May

By Richard Beale
The final week of the season saw
plenty of goals, with most teams'
defences seemingly on holiday.
Lefke put 7 past already relegated
Ozanköy, the second week in
succession they have let seven goals
in.
Yeni Boğaziçi were unable to win at
BAF, which sees them automatically
relegated to League 1 alongside
Ozanköy. Who joins them will be
between Mağusa Türk Gücü, Gençlik
Gücü, L. Gençler Birliği and Yalova
who will contest a “Play Out” to see
who goes down.
K-PET
SUPER
LEAGUE
GOALSCORERS.
36 UĞUR NACİ GÖK (Kücük
Kaymaklı) - 1 goal last week to wın the
‘golden boot” and be crowned King
Gök !
33 John Ebuka Okoye (Yenicami)
K-PET LEAGUE 1
In League 1 the promotion and
relegation ‘Play Off’ places were
decided. Girne Halk Evi, Mormeneşke,
Dumlupinar and Hamitköy are in the
mix for the 3rd promotion place.
In the relegation hat Bostancı,
Çanakkale, Doğanci and Lapta all fight
it out to see who will go down to the
BTM League with Mehmetçik and
Görneç.

ÜĞUR NACI GÖK

JOHN EBUKA OKOYE

K-PET LEAGUE 1 LEADING
GOALSCORERS
28 ÖZGÜR ONGUN (Hamitköy)
2 more goals and now King Oz
22 Şenol Hızlıoğlu (Girne Halk Evi)
21 Irfan Boşnak (Akova)
20 Hasan Özçelik (Maraş)

ÖZGÜR ONGUN
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Fixtures for this Weekend 11/12/13 May

GIRNE

Sun May 13
Ladies League
Sat May 12
Play Off League 1
Sun May 13
BTM League 2
Sun May 13
Ladies League
Sun May 13
Ladies League
Sat May 12

LEFKOŞA

Mon May 14
Under 15 Fınal
Frı May 11

By Richard Beale..

ALSANCAK

The following are selected fixtures
for the coming weekend, chosen
near possible Expat locations.

ESENTEPE

TThe local major Leagues may
have finished, but we are not
scrapping the barrel yet as I know
you Ex-Pats yearn for local football
– just kidding !.

FAMAGUSTA

League 1 promotion “ play offs and
play outs” are still to be decided.
The domestic Cup Final is coming
up this week . The BTM League
play off final and of course the
ladies are still playing football in
this heat.

Sat May 12
Sun May 13
Sat May 19

.

YENİ BOĞAZİÇİ

Sat May 12
BTM League 2

Merit Alsancak Yeşılova Ladıes v Akdeniz Ladıes
Alsancak Mustafa Hidayet Çaglar Stadı – ko 4-30pm
Gırne Halk Evi v Hamitköy
Esentepe Erdal Barut Stadı – ko 4-30pm
Bahçeli SK v 1461 İskele Trabzon SK
Esentepe Erdal Barut Stadıum. -ko 4-30pm
Çanakkale Ladies v Dumlupınar Ladies.
Çanakkale Muharrem Doveç Stadı ko 4-30pm
Mağusa Spor Akademsi Ladies v Geçitkale Ladies
Maraş Stadı ko 4-30pm
Doğancı v Çanakkale (League 1 play out)
Girne 20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadıum – ko 4-30pm
Yenicamı U15 V Binatlı U15
Gırne 20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadı – ko 7-15pm
Cİhangir v Mağusa Türk Gücü – Kıbrıs Cup Fınal
Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadıum ko 7-15pm
Vadili v Karşıyaka (BTM league Play Off)
Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadıum – ko 7-00pm
Cihangir U21 v Dumlupınar U21(Ahmet Samı Fınal)
Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadıum ko 7-15pmWorld All Stars X1 v Local X1 (Specıal Match)
Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadıum ko 9-45pm
Karadeniz 61 v Yarköy
Yeni Boğaziçi Osman E. Mehmet Stadı ko 4.30pm

Sports Quiz Answers
Questions on Page 28

Answer 1 Ray Van Barneveld

Answer 6 John Lowe

Answer 2 Fleetwood Town

Answer 7 Nicholas Anelka

Answer 3 Argentina

Answer 8 Keith Wood.

Answer 4 Kent

Answer 9 Partick Thistle

Answer 5 The Bees Brentford
or Barnet. The Hornets are Watford

Answer 10 Chiefs
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Darling Buds of May Blossom
Birch who needed 20 for victory.
Facing defeat, the Darlings dug deep
and their bowling found new accuracy.
Wickets followed, Sandford catching
Birch off Mansfield, and then
Sandford caught and bowled her, at the
other end McLoughlin was bowled by
Mansfield. With one over remaining 9
runs were still needed and it was
anyone’s game. Mansfield bowled
quickly, as if her life depended upon it:
dot, 2 wides, two no balls, dot, one
run, leaving 4 required from the last
ball, then another dot and it was
Doğanköy Darlings day.

The Doğanköy Darlings Ladies
Cricket team started the defence of
their Creditwest Ladies league title
last Tuesday afternoon 1st May at the
Pia Bella Stadium. As captain Sarah
Sandford said, 2018 would be tough,
but her new players were doing well
and the return of Maria Mansfield
gave her hope.
In what promised to be a classic, the
two best teams in the whole of Cyprus
came head-to-head in the opening
fixture with the Darlings taking on the
much fancied Lapta Lasses, last
season's runners-up. Lapta’s captain
Gina Mapp responded by telling us,
her team had been working
exceptionally hard in training and
they had an excellent chance of
dominating the league.
Mapp won the toss and chose to field,
with Sarah Sandford and Maria
Mansfield opening, both very big

hitters who scored rapidly at 10/over
in their allotted 6 overs. Next in
were the experienced Lynn Holman
and Shiroma Pattiyage. Holman’s,
attempt to keep the scoring rate up
whilst protecting the new player
from the strike, resulted in some
suicide running and being out 5
times between them, costing minus
25 runs. This meant they only added

5 overall and the team’s final score was
65. Which coach Nigel Holman
predicted was 20 runs short of a
defendable total.
The talented Mapp and Steph Routledge
opened the Lasses reply and quickly put
on 46, their only flaw being when
Holman bowled Mapp. Next in were the
pairing of Annie McLoughlin and Julie

Next Tuesday 15th May there is
practice at Pia Bella Stadium, 4.30pm
to 6.00pm. Please come along and
learn to play, it's great fitness, no
experience or equipment are needed.
For more information contact Gina on
0533 833 2069.

Competition gets tougher in the
Carlton Badminton League
By Ahmet Abdulaziz..
The matches in the ongoing Carlton
Badminton Stars league are getting
tougher and well contested as it enters
the fourth week.

However the teams from Net Sports
and Culture Sports also put up far
better performances as compared to
the previous ones.

The matches played last Sunday saw
players putting up the best of their
talents, and a treat for the badminton
lovers who watched the day long
matches on 2nd May.

On overall basis so far 24 matches
have been played, 12 each by the
boys and girls. There are 6 further
matches to be played in the next
round of the league, where much a
tougher competition is expected.

Out of the total 6 matches contested
on the fourth day, the Near East
College maintained their supremacy
both in the boys and girls sections.
The Girne American girls team
maintained their second position on
average basis.
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Esentepe on their holidays!!
DOĞANCI SK 5 ESENTEPE KKSK 0
By Richard Beale...
Sunday 6th May, 2018 : K- Pet
League 1 : Venue : Lefke 16 Ağustos
Stadi.
Esentepe final League match of the
season and hopefully League 1 for
quite a while, saw them hammered by
Doğancı. With Promotion already
secured for Esentepe and Doğancı
already guaranteed a relegation “Play
Out” place, the result was not
important and had an end of season
holiday feel about it.
Doğancı play their home matches at
Lefke 16 Ağustos Stadi, this being my
first visit to the Stadium, it certainly
had a “wow” factor about it. A modern
Stadium,
with
good
facilities,
floodlights and a Wembley like playing
surface.
Esentepe gave first team debuts to 16
years old Hüseyin Bahçeli, Ali Soytürk
(19) and reserve Goalkeeper Hüseyin
Ikinci (20), and also took the
opportunity of giving “fringe” players,
Hürkan, Tuğrulsan and Emre Mutlu a
run out as well.

It was a tough match for Esentepe (in white)
minute when Salih delivered a fine
through ball, cutting Esentepe’s
defence in half, finding HAKAN
DEMIR who slipped it pass the
advancing Hüseyin. 1-0.

racing out to clear the ball and only
succeeded in finding GÖKHAN
EMREÇİKSİN who simply had to
look up and roll the ball into an
unguarded goal. 3-0.

Right on whistle, Doğancı should
have further increased their lead when
Hakan being set up again fired over
the bar from a great position. HALF
TIME : 1-0

74 mins : Esentepe heads had really
dropped
now
and
GOKHAN
EMREÇİKSİN, outstripped Mahmut
on the right, before cutting inside and
putting in a powerful shot that
Goalkeeper Hüseyin could only parry
into the net . 4-0.

The .opening 10 minutes of the second
half were fairly even, with Esentepe
still in with a chance, but their attack
lacked potency with lone striker
Hürkan lacking support.

Doğancı were rampant, all Esentepe
wanted was to hear the final whistle
and head for the bars and beaches.

In the next 20 minutes Esentepe
folded when they were hit by the
Hakan and Gökhan storm. They had
no answer to these fleet footed
terriers as time and time again their
defence was torn to shreds.

82 mins : The lively Hakan waltzed
around a static Esentepe defence,
before setting up substitute BURÇ
EĞILMEZ only a few yards out, with
no challenge coming in he scored
easily. 5-0.

Doğancı’s Hakan and Gökhan both
very alike quick and fast looked
dangerous for the home team and
debutant Esentepe Goalkeeper Hüseyin
had to be alert on a couple of occasions
to thwart them.

57 mins : Comical defending by
Nersin, Ali and Goalkeeper Hüseyin
who all were guilty of poor hasty
clearances allowed HAKAN DEMIR
to score his second. 2-0

Esentepe sent on 15 year old Şükrü,
son of the Esentepe President Cemal
Erdoğan in the 70th minute and the
youngster put in Esentepe’s only
chance of the half, firing just over.

Esentepe’s Mahmut in the 15th minute
put in a 35 yard drive that saw the
Doğancı keeper Tünay flying across
his goal to cling onto the shot.

Hakan and Gökhan combined again
and somehow Gokhan managed to
scoop the ball over the Esentepe bar
from around 2 yards out.

Doğancı took the lead in the 38th

66 mins : Goalkeeper Hüseyin came

Doğancı must have felt sorry for
Esentepe in the final 5 minutes, as
substitute Ahmet had two golden
opportunities to score a consolation
goal. Firstly being put through with
only the keeper Tünay to beat, he shot

The first half of the match was pretty
even as both teams stroked the ball
around on the lush playing surface.

straight at him. And then right on the
final whistle he was clear again, one
on one with the keeper, lobbed the ball
over the advancing Tünay but also the
bar, which about sums up Esentepe’s
day. FULL TIME SCORE : 5-0.
SUMMING UP : None of the
“debutants” and youngsters let
themselves or Esentepe down. They
were simply outgunned by a Doğancı
team that were more experienced and
committed on the day, It was the right
time and moment to give these
youngsters a run out, as next season in
the Super League their chances will be
extremely limited. On this form
Doğancı should have no problem in
retaining their League 1 status through
the relegation “Play Outs”
For Esentepe it has been a remarkable
and amazing season, who would have
thought back in September they would
be promoted to the Super League.
For now it is time to celebrate and
enjoy ourselves. If Esentepe intend to
stay in the top League, then there is a
lot of thinking, planning and
rebuilding to do, but that's in the near
future, not now I need a drink!

